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engines do the unfinished job.
Similarly, the Ministry of

Health initiated another scheme
in the '70s. The scheme was to
I
lmarket medicines under generic
(names.The ultimate aim of the
~cheme was to provide cheap
mediCineSto the commonman.
illions of rupees were
onsumedto change over to new
~ystem.We are back to.the old
system. Every medicine is being
sold under its brand name.
Medic' s are costlyandbeyond
the re
of common man.
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'7 s was also a decade of

nationalisation. GoP started
nationalising one institution
after another. Many private
enterprises were nationalised
too. In the '90s, the GoP
preferred privatisation
on
nationalisation. The extreme is
being ~erienced now.Even the
educational institutes are being
privatised. The recent University
Bill is a modified form of
privatisation.
During her second tenure,
Benazir Bhutto preferred
Inte ational Independent.Power
Pro eers (IPPs) to generate
pow for Pakistan. IPPsare now
selli g a unit for five times
incr sed price than what we
can roduce through hydral
sourc s. Couldwe run our trains
on th power genera~d by the
IPPs?
Let us examine now where
did th,2 process of OMwent
wrong, keeping the abovementioned examples as case
studies~
Persbnal biases or p~udices
inflict the process of DM the
most. We ~ep going wrong time
and again due to personal biases
or the mind set prejudices;
sometimes knowingly and
~time"

~

unknowingly.
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Nepotism and parochialism has
given rise to both arrogance and
stubborn prejudices.
In many cases, decisionmaking is not sincere to. the
nation
or the
country.
Sometimes, decisions are based
on inaccurate data. Enough
efforts are not made to collect
the right data from the right
sources. The decision-making
bodies go wrong, repeatedly, in
identifyingthe problem. Mostof
the times, the .symptoms
camouflage the real problems
and we keep treating the
symptoms Without ever tackling
the root cause.
The decision-makers are
either ignorant or purposely
kept aloof. Those entitu!lt~;ti,},i~
take the burden of DMshirk the
responsibilitY-Either they do not
have the c~urage to face the
challenge Qt' they become
prisoners or-procrastination.
Some fear the consequences of
the decision. .
At tiines Federal Government
takes wrong initiatives and takes
decisions, which should have
been taken at provincial level,
thus fail to muster the requisite
acceptance and consequently fail
in implementation.' Our leaders
lack vision and willto implement
their decisions.
Our decision-makers also do
not posses the technical- knowhow of the decisions that they
make, therefore, they are l>ound
to go wrong. They even lack the
courage to accept it and never
make up for their shortcomings.
All these problems contribute
to bad decision-making in
Pakistan. In order to pursue
lasting and result-oriented
decisions, we must learn from
our past mistakes and try not to
repeat

them.
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